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Slavery in Kent 
his time we had a more thought
provoking evening
provided by Ian

Coulson (ex Mardenian),
KCC History Advisor.
Slavery In Kent being the
title, although Ian preferred
to replace “slavery” with
“enslavement”.

When asked the date of
a picture of slave manacles
and chains, we were all
surprised to discover they were of Saxon
origin, buried in Bigbury Hill Fort when
the Romans arrived.To put slavery into its
context it has been carried on all over the
world since time immemorial.

Barbary pirates were
notorious slavers and the Irish
took slaves to N Africa. In
England we passed a law in
1102 forbidding the owning of
slaves. However there were a
multitude of indentured
labourers who were definitely
not free men.

The word slavery fills most
of us with horror, but we are not looking
at the subject with the eyes of someone
living in the18th & 19th centuries.
Pictures of slaving activities adorned
people’s walls as decoration. It was also

surprising to know that not only were
Africans enslaved by
Africans to feed the demand
by Europe, but also that
Africans were sold by their
own families.

At first Britain had been
sending certain prisoners to
the W. Indies and Virginia to
work on the sugar
plantations; but this was a
life sentence which didn’t

last long in such heat and working
conditions.An African was expected to last
between 6 and 8 years. As a
manufacturing nation we were exporting
goods to Africa, there the ships were filled

with slaves to sail west, where
they would take on board
barrels of molasses and sugar
loaves to return home again.
Sugar was a hugely valuable
commodity.

We know that William
Wilberforce as the political face
of the abolitionist movement,
but the centre for the campaign

was Barming Court. One of the sets to
meet there was the vicar of Teston – James
Ramsey, who had been in the navy & seen
slavery at first hand. Later he became a
vicar on St Kitts where he dismayed many
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n the days of 1934, before the young
women of Britain went out to work
on the land as part of the Women’s

Land Army, a woman’s role in life was still
very much within the home as the
November edition of the Parish Magazine
proves with its feature Our Weekday Pages
for Women with Homes. In this article, it
goes through each day of the week
offering advice in how to complete a
woman’s household chores. Monday is, of
course, seen as washday with the
following guidelines given by various
ladies who had written in:

Clothes Sprinkler - A satisfactory
“sprinkler” is easily made from an empty,
clean tomato ketchup bottle with a metal
screw-cap. Use a thin nail and hammer to
make holes in cap.

To Prevent Colours “Running” - When
washing a material, which contains several
colours, pour two or three drops of blue-black
ink into the water. This will “set” the colours
satisfactorily.

To Iron Seams - Damp open and iron on

an old curtain-pole. The result is much better
than when the usual method is followed. (It
doesn’t specify what that is…)

Tuesday is designated as Sewing Day
and contains these hints:

To Prevent Rusty Pins - Stuff
pincushion with coffee-grounds which have
been thoroughly dried after use.

Knitted wool or Silk - After this has been
carefully unravelled, wind around a hot-water
bottle and leave till water is cold.

Wednesday is for Nursing and the
following tips are given:

To Cure Sleeplessness - Buy 1 oz. of
soda mint tablets from the chemist and place in
tightly stoppered bottle, or tin, to retain
strength.Take 2 tablets in a little water when
going to bed; if necessary repeat dose.

A Remedy for Headache - Sip a tumbler
of cold water steadily and lie down in darkened
room for a little time. If headache persists, sip
another glass of cold water and take the juice
of half a lemon in same quantity of cold water.

More household tips in the next
edition!                            JANE STEVENS

HANDY HINTS FOR MARDEN HOUSEWIVES –1934
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For detailed information about the village don’t forget to visit
Marden’s very own website Marden Online at www.marden.org.uk

NEXT MEETING:WEDNESDAY 24 SEPTEMBER 2008
AT 8PM IN THE MEMORIAL HALL, OLD SCHOOLROOM
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by having a congregation of black &
white. Other campaigners included
Methodists and Quakers.

Also a prominent speaker was
Equiano, a Nigerian who had
gained his freedom and come to
England.Women did their part by
refusing to add sugar to their tea
– and not for consideration of
their waistlines. Meanwhile slave
resistance grew in the plantations.

So although slavery was banned in
1807 it continued elsewhere. France even

reintroduced it. Gravesend still
saw the building of slave ships as
late as 1850.

How many people today are
enslaved, working in terrible
conditions to produce cheap
goods for more affluent nations ??
Pause for another thought.
EUNICE DOSWELL

or those of you who still use cash as
opposed to plastic, do you ever look
at the coins that you have been

given as change?
I began about two years ago when I

noticed on the reverse of a 2005 fifty pence
coin a Johnson’s dictionary definition
of the word ‘pence’. It was
commemorating the first
publication of Samuel Johnson’s
Dictionary in 1755. It is
surprising just how much
information was given on the coin.

My discovery of the striking of
commemorative coins, not widely advertised,
started me on a small collection. Another
fifty pence coin I treasure is the hundredth
anniversary coin of the 1903 campaign
‘Votes for Women’, issued in 2003. This
shows a detailed picture of a woman in
Edwardian dress holding a banner with the
letters WSPU.Tied to a railing beside her is
a placard saying “Give Women The Vote”.

My ambition is to find the fifty pence
coin that commemorates the fiftieth
anniversary of the founding of the NHS,
issued in 1998.

Another fifty pence coin that is very

commonly seen at present is the centenary of
the Scout Movement issued in 2007.

The British fifty pence coin is the only
heptagonal coin in circulation in the world. In
fact, as newspaper headlines showed in 1969,
“NEW 50-PENCE COIN SPARKS
CONFUSION.

The seven-sided 50p coin has come into
circulation to replace the 10-shilling note -
but it has received a mixed reception. It is
the third decimal coin to be introduced

into the British currency, which goes totally
decimal on 15 February 1971, to be known as
D-Day.

The British public have already got
accustomed to the new 5p and 10p coins

introduced last year. But some
shopkeepers, bus conductors and

members of the public are
complaining that in spite of its
distinctive shape it is too easily

confused with the 10-pence coin
or half crown.”

Of the two pounds coins that I have are
two that are listed as RARE. One is
commemorating the sixtieth anniversary of
the end of World War Two. This shows the
iconic picture of St Paul’s Cathedral at the

HISTORY IN YOUR POCKET!

height of the blitz with the searchlights. It is
inscribed, 1945-2005. The edge
inscription reads IN VICTORY
MAGNANIMITY IN PEACE
GOODWILL.

The other “rare” two
pounds coin is the 2004 one that
commemorates the 1804 Trevithick
invention of the steam locomotive. The
reverse shows the picture of the full-scale
replica of the world's first steam-powered
railway locomotive, which is now in
Telford Central Station, Shropshire. The
edge inscription is a decorative design
intended to represent a railway track.
Incidentally, the £2 coin was the first bi-
metallic coin to be produced for circulation

in Britain since the tin farthing with a copper
plug produced in 1692 and is the highest

denomination coin in common
circulation.

The edge inscription of the ordinary
two pounds coins is STANDING ON

THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS taken
from a letter by Sir Isaac Newton to Robert
Hooke, in which he describes how his work

was built on the knowledge of
those that had gone before
him. "If I have seen further, it
is by standing on the
shoulders of giants."

I don’t know how much
my two coins are worth but I

shan’t be selling them!              EDITH DAVIS
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Equiano

ADVANCE NOTICE FOR WEDNESDAY 27 NOVEMBER

AT 8PM IN THE MEMORIAL HALL, OLD SCHOOLROOM

Richard Filmer  The Craft of The Cooper

he work of the Marden Community
Plan Working Group ended with the
publication of the results of the

Public Consultation in the Parish. These
showed that the overwhelming choice of
those people who voted is for the Memorial
Hall to be refurbished and turned into a
Village Centre in tune with the 21st Century.

The Hall, which is owned by the Church
Commissioners, started life as the National
School in 1860 and is, apart from the Church,
the only really important heritage site in
Marden.

The Marden Parish Council accepted the
results of the consultation and promised to
match any grants that could be obtained to

cover the necessary work.
The plans have been drawn up by William

Howe of Howe & Rickman, architects of
Staplehurst. The Planning Application has
been approved in principle by the Parish
Council and can also be downloaded. The
plans provide for an upper floor for the whole
building, by dropping the present ceilings.

The entrance, at the rear of the Hall, will
be extended to allow for a lift and stairs to be
installed for access to the upper floor.

The Old School House will be divided
into two floors to provide an upper floor
flat for a caretaker; the lower part will be
extended to accommodate various service
facilities associated with the use of the Hall.

EXCITING FUTURE FOR THE MEMORIAL HALL
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